
In Memoriam

Weapons of transformation

The recent deaths of two South Africans, Chief
l.Juthuli, revered leader of the African National
Congress, andPatrickDuncan, militant supporter ci.
the African cause, have been widely mourned. Their
passing has come at a time when the ideas both
stood for' are being called most seriously in question.
Luthuli, who "knocked at a closed door, patiently,
moderately and modestly" for thirty years, subse
quently moved with his organisation, the African
National Congress, into a period of protest, pressure,
defiance. Who is to say whether or not his banning
order silenced him from expressing views that would
have made hi s Nobel Peace Prize award seem

Seven years after f'Africa Year'! and the African
Revolution moves on. The Western World's flow of
self-congratulation at its redeployment of its colonial
re sponsibilitie s has long since cooled. For others
Africa remains a minor sector of the Cold War front.
The World's communication media tell a shocked and
reproving story - from Bukavu, Enugu, the Kenya
SOITlali bo rde r, southe rn Sudan, the Z ambe zi
valley, wherever at any time the strains of Africa's

taut fabric became too great for peaceful transition.
Inevitably development has no audience - no'r has
growth, resolute planning of a new Africa free of the
chains of the past yet able to draw on the living force
they bound.
With those chains still tight around South Africa,
Rhode sia and Portugal's slave state s, with enormous
tasks of reconstruction, Africans themselve s may
think there is little time for reflection, for soberly
exploring the past and future, for the circul~tion of
free ideas, for criticism and analysis, and that intel
lectual activity which enriches and creates in other
countries. But free expression of ideas is the foundry
from which Africa's strongest weapons of transfor
mation will come.
For nearly six years the New African has worked in
this foundry. In its sixth year, the reaction against
Africa abroad, and the preoccupation of Africa with
its material needs have made it just short of imp'ossi
ble for the New African to work on. Instead of the
ten issues on)y four will appear, but they will be twice
the length of the standard monthly issues. Plans are
being made to carry the magazine forward into 1968
in a style that face s up to tHe new situation. Until
then, and f or the shortcomings of Vol VI No 2
(which was produced with great difficulty) we ask
forbearance. The "battledress'" New African of the
coming pe riod will, like the new Africa it trie s to
illuminate, be strengthened by the austerity of the
new conditions.

Starting with 1 Lisa Shawl, writing from inside South
Africa, the themes - Angola (anonymously, from one
now also inside), the ZAPU view of Rhodesia, refu
gees, Afro-America - are mainly of struggle. Andre
de la Rue projects a Tanzania that begins to move
beyond uhuru and its aftermath. Mofolo Bulane
(from Moscow) presents Lesotho's poets and Willfried
Feuser (from Ibadan) his eighth translation from
African writers in French - a story by Olympe Bhely
Quenum of Dahomey, editor of the monthly L'Afrique
Actuelle, Paris. The historiography of Africa is
examined in reviews by Thomas Hodgkin, Martin
Legassick, and J. H. Clarke (Freedomways assistant
editor). Matthew Nkoana reviews the Nyerere
speeche s, and recent West African and other writings
on economic s are dealt with by reviewers from three
American universities. Poems by Arna Ata Aidoo,
Tchicaya U'Tamsi and others end with ~ouloud Marn-

meri's "Le Foehn". From free Algeria, he mirrors
the Sartrian glimpse held out before oppressed South
Africans at the start of the issue.
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inapposite? Duncan, once the eloquent advocate of
nonraciali srn, the admirer of Gandhi, the liberal man
of the West, joined the Pan-Africanist Congress in
exile and actively worked for the violent overthrow
of white supremacy. For Duncan, the "Algerian
solution" for South Africa did not only mean a bloody
struggle, it also meant the withdrawal of the white
community at the inevitable African victory, since he
predicted that, like Algeria's colons, white South
Africans would llever live under African rule.
Both Luthuli and Dunc an, though mo st of thei r
political lives ~re inspired by nonviolence and
nonracialism, lived on into periods when violence has
become an almo st inevitable weapon of struggle, and
when the uniform of colour is being donned on both
sides of the colour line in all the areas of race
conflict where it was eschewed by the oppressed as
recently as the first half of this decade. Neither
flinched from the new spirit of the times, though
both will be remembered for their earlier example.
The memory and example of both will outlive the
period of violence and racialism, counter-violence
and counter-racialism, into which our world is moving
so rapidly. A new world, if physical survival of the
old world is possible when violence is sanctified
and all-destructive weapons proliferate, will look
back with honour and gratitude at tho se who
championed societies where peace and universal
brotherhood were goals. Luthuli and Duncan
struggled for the se goals in times when they might
reasonably have seemed attainable. That they were
not attained is no reflection on them but on the force s
of greed, cruelty and racial hatred in which white
South Africans have continued to put their trust.
Africans must defeat these forces. The spirit of men
like Albert Luthuli, Patrick Duncan and the host of
others "that have no memorial'! may play its part even
now as an example intelligible to tho se in the West
and elsewhere who support white domination
byaverting their eyes.

They should inspire Africans now and it the future,

for the purity of their objects and the resolution
with which they pursued them.
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